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Abstract
• Multivariate data analysis through the Possibility theory

• Definition of a generalised family of multivariate elliptical possibility distributions

• Definition of a divergence measure between possibility distributions

Proposition
Framework

• The probability-possibility transformation framework proposed in one-dimension [1]

• The multivariate elliptical probability distributions [2]

• The Mahalanobis distance relating multivariate data to their monovariate closeness measures [3]

Main Contributions

• Elliptical possibility distributions in n-dimension: π(x) = 1− αn
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(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ) and gn is the density generator function.

• Application to well-known probability distributions in 2-dimensions:

Normal distribution Student’s t distribution Cauchy distribution
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• Analytical expression of the possibilistic divergence for the Normal distribution:
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Conclusions

We proposed a new family of elliptical possi-
bility distributions thanks to the extension to
the n-dimension of the continuous probability-
possibility transformation in one dimension.

We emphasized the interest of a possibilistic
framework in the field of multivariate data anal-
ysis especially when the data are noisy or their
amount is insufficient to allow evaluating their
characteristic parameters accurately.

Application to real SAR Images: detection of vehicles concealed by foliage
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